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Abstract— In CNC profile cutting machine their quality and 

productivity can be easily arise with the help of PLC and 

automation. This review paper of automatic profile cutting 

machine the present review aim is to control the profile 

cutting machine arms. The research on profile cutting 

machine finding how many parameters of can be controlled 

.effect of various parameters like speed, accurate size, and 

product quality. It was observed that the uptake of profile 

cutting machine may be follow the PLC ladder logic program 

instruction. Let’s check in this paper. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Automatic CNC profile cutting machine is very good area for 

the research. In modern day attractive gate, window and 

heavy machine cage and many more attractive heavy wall are 

on demand continuously increase but people demand much 

more. This is not easily achieved by profile cutting machines. 

So let’s put the brain in profile cutting machine .after add the 

plc. In profile cutting machine this machine work so fast and 

accurate. We just put the program in let’s cut in star safe than 

machine cutting in star safe. Due to this research program 

industry make so much in object in little time and operating 

and maintenance cost is reduce. Profile cutting machine [1] 

 
Fig. 1: Profile cutting machine. 

A. Description of Profile Cutting Machine 

Profile cutting machine is types of lath machine which used 

for profile cutting in lath machine one aluminum hard tool 

which is rotated and cut the outer part of object.  

1) Profile Cutting Machine 

Profile cutting is process which in steel are cut in different 

size, safe and thickness .for cutting process different tools are 

used like water jet, lesser, plasma etc. For their speed control 

nozzle are used at current year pc based machine are invented 

its benefit is faster design cycle, and lower construction time. 

B. Types of Profile Cutting 

1) Mechanical Cutting 

Mechanical cutting is in many cases very economical and 

versatile. Aluminum can be worked with common machine 

tools found in most fabricating shops. Aluminum is often 

compared with wood because the same tools work for both 

materials and at roughly the same cutting speeds. Mechanical 

cutting [1]. 

 
Fig. 2: Mechanical cutting. 

2) Water Jet Cutting 

Naturally seen water change the safe of hard material like 

stone and rock means cut their surface the process of mineral 

erosion of stone its not only happen by water some air, water 

particle and sand can help .in water jet direct drive pump have 

large pressure which is fed in object.[2] 

 
Fig. 3: Water jet cutting. 

3) Lesser Profile Cutting 

It’s not ordinary light its combination of heat of the focused 

beam with assist gases .which is forced through nozzle to the 

focused beam. For the purpose of high velocity gases oxygen 

is mixed for steel cutting. For stainless steel cutting nitrogen 

is merge with lesser beam. Lesser profile cutting [3] 

 
Fig. 4: Lesser profile cutting. 
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C. Block diagram of working model 

 
Fig. 5: Block diagram of automatic profile cutting machine 

1) Transformer  

Transformer is electrical machine which is transform power 

from one circuit to another circuit with constant frequency. 

Transformer is used for the purpose of step up and step down. 

In electronics kit generally need 12 v supply so here 

we used 220 v /12 v step down transformer. 

 
Fig. 6: Transformer 

D. Rectifier and Filter Circuit 

Rectifier is electronics circuit which is convert AC power to 

DC power supply .electronics kit are so sensitive its proper 

work on DC supply t. So with the help of rectifier circuit we 

convert AC into DC Power. 

After the rectifier we not get pure dc so here we used 

capacitor and inductor passive type filter than supply become 

pure dc. 

 
Fig. 7: Rectifier and filter circuit 

E. Relay Circuit 

Relay is type of electric switch and protective device which 

is sense the fault or condition and trip self .relay construction 

is electromechanical, digital relay and electromagnet type. 

But in this program we used digital relay which is 

based on microprocessor.  

F. PLC Module 

PLC is programing logical controller which is based on ladder 

programing its size is near about shoe box. so some time PLC 

called shoe box its contain input and output pin which is 

called I/O port and middle part contain CPU which have 

already program in their RAM .for change the program we 

used pc or desktop are connect in PLC and change the 

program for PLC program programmer should be aware basic 

logic gate working principle because in PLC for program 

editing we used ladder logic gate.   

1) Internal construction of PLC 

Internal part in PLC input side push button and different limit 

switch but output side we connect an equipment which is 

controllable like motor, lamp, machine etc. 

Middle section of PLC which is contain 

microprocessor, memory, CPU etc. and serial port.[4] 

 
Fig. 8: Internal part of PLC  

G. Circuit Diagram  

 
Fig. 9: Circuit diagram of automated CNC cutting machine  
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II. WORKING PROGRAM  

 
Fig. 10: program in PLC  

 NO is open circuit that time supply not flow. 

 NC is closed circuit that time supply is flow. 

A. Network 1 

Tag %Q 0.0 is main supply input. This  switch is all time NO 

for overall  program running purpose change their mod take 

NC that time than Tag %Q 0.0 is on and overall program is 

on . When any type of fault happen than click the Tag %Q 0.0 

than switch become NO and overall program is stop. 

III. RESULT  

In this paper I have used a wooden planks as steel object with 

the help of PLC programing, profile cutting machine cut the 

thermacoal in different safe at limit time and limited quantity 

according to program. 

 
Fig. 11: Automated CNC cutting machine  

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have presented design of system based on 

PLC programing that is used for profile cutting machine 

according to owner requirement with desirable safe and size. 

Than cutting machine running according to PLC program and 

cut the profile in attractive design .when any type of  supply 

fluctuation occur like current and voltage increasing or 

decreasing that time machine is automatically stop because 

its contain relay .hence relay protect the device .profile 

cutting machine automatic cut the profile or object in 

attractive safe and size automatically desirable quantity 

because PLC have timer and counter if we put program than 

machine cut only given no of quantity with up to decided 

time. 
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